Host ACTDJamieO says:
<<<<<RESUME Mission>>>>>

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
:: on Mb looking over the readings::::

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::on the Bridge of the Protecteur, conducting scans::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::in the Pro's Engineering room::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::At Sci with LRS online and actively scanning for the ships::

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::in sickbay of huron checking things over::

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::stand's in front of tactical on the bridge::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
::in her chair::

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
::arrives on the bridge, attenea twitching, goes to science::

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
::On the Huron plotting course::

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
*EO* let Run level 4 Daig   on all  sysytems

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
::stabding at OPS station and verifying communication likn with Huron::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Is in ME of the Protecteur, checking over its systems.:: Self; Looking good so far.

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
<standing>

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::Looks at all the systems in SB:: Self: all go here!

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::in engineering running a level 4 Diagnostic on all systems.

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
CSO:  Anything on sensors ?

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
::on the bridge, awaiting orders::

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::does a standard system check of all tactical systems::

Host ACTDJamieO says:
HUR_ACTION: Long range sensors detect four Ion trails enroute to Farquahara System

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
*CO* we're a go down here in sickbay.

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Walks to the warp core and scans it with his tricorder.::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
XO:  Department status ?

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
*eo*  how's everything looking over there?

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
:; makes some change to power output to make the ship run little faster::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
<EO:>

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
COM: Huron: Huron this is the Protecteur do you receive us on this secure channel?

PRO_EO_Nadal  (Tricorder.wav)

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::transferes XO controls to tactical::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
CO: We've picked up 4 ion trails, Ma'am.  Coordinates have been fed to the Helm for pursuit.

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
*AXO* all ready down here, heading to the bridge now.

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
CO: Incomming tranmission from Protecteur.

PRO_CO_McCellan says:
::On bridge of the Protecteur::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Takes his tricorder and walks back to the Master Systems Display.  Transfers the data to the Main Comptuer.::

Solan says:
Mara:  Why don't they see me?::walks away and touches a sensor on the CSO panel::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
COM:Protecteur: I receive you....

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
*EO* what the report on the level 4 diag?

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
CO: Stations reporting in now, Sir.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::runs a diagnostic on the core efficiency::

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::gets up from checking the systems over in SB and heads towards the door to leave for the bridge.::

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
COM: Prin: This is Vrach Captain...All checks out here....::hissess::

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
HUR_CO_Prin: Sir Recomend we go to yellow alert at this point

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
*CO*: All systems are looking fine sir.

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
CO: 4 ion trails. Sending data to hem now.

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
HUR_CTO:  Please go to read alert...

Solan says:
::goes over and pokes the CO in the ribs::

PRO_CO_McCellan says:
*EO* Thank you...

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Solan: I tried to explain earlier.

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::walks out of SB and to the nearest TL:: Gets in TL:: Computer: Bridge

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
*CEO*: The diagnostic is complete and all systems are within normal parameters.

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CO: Commander ...you have an open secure channel with the Huron at all times...

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
HUR_FCO:  Take us out at warp 4, bring us within visual distance..

Solan says:
Mara: But... I can't be dead, I just can't!

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Runs a level 3 shipwide diagnostic on the ships criticle systems. His mind wonders.:: Self: Lehari...

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::set's the Ship on RED ALERT:: *Shipwide* all hand red alert this is not a drill i say again this is not a drill

PRO_CO_McCellan says:
OPS: Thank you...

HUR_EO_Soonat  (Alert.wav)

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
CO: We've picked up 4 ion trails, Ma'am.  Coordinates have been fed to the Helm for pursuit.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
EO: how does core cooling look?

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
::hisses in satisfaction::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
HUR_XO:  Please take over the OPS station.

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::arrives on the bridge of the huron:: AXO: whats going on?

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Co: Yes ma'am taking us out of warp and in visual range.

Solan says:
::pokes CO Prin again in the ribs::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Looks over at Vrach who really gives her the chills::

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
*CEO*: It is holding its own.

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
::antenneas go straight up::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Looks over the systems diagnostic checks as the are starting to come in.::

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CO: Picking up communication signals from ennemy ships...trying to intercept...

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
*EO* let put all the power into weapons and shield that you can get

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
::feels something, but what, then sighs::  Hur_FCO:  Is Solan still on the bridge?

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
EO: you there?

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
CO: whats up?

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Solan: Stop poking the Co.

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Co: Yes he is.

Solan says:
::stands in front of her and sticks out his tongue, and pokes her again for good measure, really hard this time::

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
*CEO*: Yes sir all extra power to the shields and weapons.

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Smiles as things seem to be running fine.  He still thinks about her.:: Self: Lehari...  ::Sighs.::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
::looks up::  CMO:  Ahhh there you are, have a seat Doc...

Solan says:
Mara: Do you think she can feel me?

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
::Feels another poke:: FCO:  Tell Solan to stop before I call the Ghostbusters.....

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Begins active Scanning pulling up the 4 ships on SRS::

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
Hur-CO: aye.. ::sits down besides the CO::

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Solan: I don't know. You want me to ask?

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
PRO_CSO: Do you have any track of those ships on sensors?

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
Ops: Let me know when you have something there...

Solan says:
Mara:  She felt me!  Yessssssssssssss!

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::walks over to EO and taps em on the shoulder::

Solan says:
::walks over to the XO and pokes again::

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
::hides her smile at the Co commment:;

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
CTO: I certainly do.  ::Feeds him the coordinates:: CTO: They should be on your console.

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: the Four Ion Trails lead away from each other

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
Hur_CSO:  Anything else on scans ?

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
CO: Ma'am  The ships are diverging!

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::Tryes to locate the pirate ship on the tactical sensors::

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
Hur_Co: The ships seem to have split up according to the ion trails.

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
*EO* let put EO team on  every deck just in case

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::taps again::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Walks to the Master Propulsions display, looks it over, sees everythings fine.  Heads back to the MSD.::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
Hur_CSO:  All in diffierent Directions ?

Solan says:
Mara: Are we after the person that is supposed to have killed me?

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
EO: I asked you to look at warp core cooling?

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CSO: Hmm, that could make things interesting.... OPS: We have an open comm line?

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
*CEO*: Aye Sir.

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
Hur_XO: Please open a channel to the Protecteur.

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Solan: yes were are.

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Orders an Engineering Team to run a service check on the power distrubution network.::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
Pro_CO: They are heading off in groups of 2.

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
Hur_CO: Yes Captain.. ::trying to figure out which one is the one ship they're lookign for::

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::Recives tha data:: PRO_CSO: can you confirm that the trails lead away from wach other?

Solan says:
::turns to look at the viewscreen:: Mara: but which ship is he on?

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::sends teams to various parts of the Huron incase of any problems::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
CTO: I can.  Already have.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::walks to the island dislpay::

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Solan: We are not sure.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::checks the enertial dampers::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
COM:PRO:  Lehari, its seems that our prey has split up....  we are going to each take a set, are you up for it ?

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
Hur_CO: Correction, they split up into pairs.

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::hears a sudden change in the engines::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
Hur_CSO: Understood.  Keep a close eye on the ones to the left.

Solan says:
::begins pacing the bridge::

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::Self:  uh oh now what::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::sees everthing is at peek effeniecy::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
COM: Huron: I'm game if you are, Captain. ::smiles:: I don't think we're about ready to let these guys out without a fight...

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Continues to monitor all criticle systems on his MSD.:: Self: Can't be too safe.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
EO: can you check the cooling on the core pppplllllleeeaaasssee

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
::Nods her head::

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
::monitors the Huron::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
COM:PRO: No we are not.   You have to ones the split off to the right.  Please keep an open comm channel and good hunting Cmdr...

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::starts to check the core cooling coils::

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::runs a few simulation's of the posible comming battle::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Hones her sensors on the ships on the right looking for valuable information::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
COM: Huron: Same to you Captain. And best of luck.

Solan says:
::is feeling very frustrated, hoping they choose the right ship::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
COM:PRO: And Lehari, be careful out there and bring everyone home.  Prin out.

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
CO: Mam are we going to try and diable them or are we going in to shake them up real bad

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CO: Shall I leave this channel opened?

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
Hur-CO: do you want me here or in sickbay?

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Sits forward in her chair looking about the bridge::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
OPS: Yes keep it open for now.

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
PRO_CO: May i suggest we go to red alert, and power up all weapons systems.

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CO: Acknowledged.

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Looks at Vrach and chills run down her spine.....Looks over at the CTO and half smiles/half sighs::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Asks for a progress report from the Engineering Team.  They tell him that everything is fine.  He smiles, and starts to think about Lehari again. :: Self: I can't believe shes here.  ::His hand slips and he accidently cancels a non-criticle diagnostic.:: Self: Wow!  ::He restarts it.::

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::does a enxtra check on the secondary system's of the phaser and shields::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CTO: Aye.

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
::confortable flting the ship::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Thinks about slapping himself, but decides not to because of the other Engineers with him.::

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
<comfortable>

Solan says:
::walks over to Tac and notices that the weapon systems are online::

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CO: New heading?

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
OPS: I suppose I can safely assume you're slaving helm to ops. Set a course following the ion trail to our starboard.

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
Hur_XO:  Please, personally check on the department heads....  This is going to be tricky.  The pirates a separating us for a reason, it is a trap.

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
:;looks over nav charts and sensors data::

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
*EO* what are our power readings?

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::activates Red Alert,  powers up shields, and activates weapons systems::

HUR_EO_Soonat  (Alert.wav)

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
;:Shifts uncomfortably in her seat::

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CO: Plotting course as we ...::hisses::

Solan says:
::turns to look at the viewscreen, hoping to see the ships::

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::starts fiddling his fingers:: 

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
*CEO*: Sir you have as much power as you are going to get from her.

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
::Exits  Turbo Lift onto the Bridge, taking over the OPS ststaion::

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
HUR_CO : this is definitly going to some kind of trikery from the pirates since they have split up

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
::heads starboard and locates one fresh ion trail:: CO: Dead ahead...

Solan says:
::looks at the SRS and sees they are tracking them::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
OPS: Engage when the course is in.

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
PRO_CSO: would you please set all sensors to combat mode.

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
Hur_CTO:  Yes, so please keep on your toes....

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
EO: check the core cooling will ya?

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Looks over at the CTO and nods.....setting everything to combat mode:: CTO: Done.

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::gets up and goes to stand by tac::

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
::eyes on the scans, attenneas listening::

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: The mood tenses on the Bridges of both ships

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::notice's the CMO and nod's::

Solan says:
Mara:  When will we be in range of the ships?

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::tries desperately to coax the engines up to 80%  Self: come on baby come on baby that's it come on good!::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::He starts to run another series of shipwide diagnostics.:: CEO: Aye sir.  ::points to the console.:: Ive just started another series of level 3 diagnostics on the ships criticle systems sir.  ::gets a tricorder and starts his check of the coolant systems.::

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::nods back at the CTO::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Senses everyone tense up a bit and sighs.......she doesn't like what she's feeling::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
Hur_CSO:  Keep a close eye on the area surround this sector, find any places these pirates can hide, plan surprise attacks etc.   Make sure nobody else is coming up on our tails...

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CO: Our present speed is warp 2 and we are still on their tracks.

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
*CEO*: Sir you got 80% power and I can't give you any more unless I compromise ships life support systems.

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::locks out all non essential systems, and brings the ship to full combat readiness:: PRO_CO: the ship is at full combat readiness

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Makes a concerted effort to stay alert but relax::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Looks over the data from his tricorder as he scans the warp core's coolant systems.:: Self: Looking good so far.

Solan says:
::turns back to the CTO console and press the button to fire a torpedo::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Continues scanning the area.....very aware::

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::set's the weapons's locking system's to automaticly  lock on to any ship that should apear::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
EO: I'm going to check the plamsa conduit in Jeff Tube 6 we had a problem with the other day can you hold things down?

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
HUR_ASO: Report.

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
*EO* dont do trhat but  find my other 20 % thou

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
CO,Solan: Visual range of ship in 13 min.

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
::Takes the centre seat... and sits up straight watching:: CTO: Very good

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
*CEO*: I will try sir.  No garantees.

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: A torpedo is discharged from Huron's forward Launcher. Finding nothing, it tracks the nearest object, the U.S.S. Protecteur

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
Hur_CO: Yes, maam. ::looks for anything big enough that thepirates can hide in or behind::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
ALL: Who shot that TORPEDO!?!?!?!??!?!?!

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CO: We got a torpedo on our tail.. Evading!!!!

Solan says:
Mara:  Oops, I think I missed.

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
Pro_CO: We have a torpedo on our tail, Ma'am

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::looks in horrified at seeing the topoedo lauch::

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::set's in a friendly fire program::

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
::looks around and notice that Solan by TAC::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CTO/OPS: Who fired it?

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::feels the hit, and checks all systems for damage::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
EO: I'm going to check the plamsa conduit in Jeff Tube 6 we had a problem with the other day can you hold things down?

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
Self: What the bloody hell happened?

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
CTO:  What is its target!

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
::splits the screen for a back view, looks up at the excitement::

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
CO: I think Solan hit the button ma'am.

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
PRO_CO:  it appears as it was fired from the Huron

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
*HUR_CEO*: Report.

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
Ens. Langtree: Who fired that torpedo??

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Walks back to his CEO and looks up from his Tricorder.:: CEO: Everythings fine with the coolant systems.  ::Smiles:: Aye sir will do.

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
::Whirls to face both of them::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
Hur_Ops:  Open a channel...

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
::increases speed to maximum warp and makes a tight 180 turn::

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
HUR_CO : no target Mam just a clitch in the system .....coreting it now

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
COM: Huron: Captain, we were just fired upon by your ship?

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::pats him on the back and pick up his kit::

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
::Opens Channel to the Protecteur::

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
PRO_CO: the systems are ok, but the shilds are down to 80%

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
XO: all system are online and working

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Shakes her head in disbelief::  Self: It can't be.

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
CO: i'm heading to SB to receive causualties

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
COM:PRO: Take evasives Cmdr... we have a glich in our systems....  ::fuming::

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Solan: Why did you do that?

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CTO: Can we spare power or get repair teams?

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Smiles to himself as he has control of Engineering.:: CEO: I hope there's no problem with it sir. ::waves::

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
*CEO*: Sir who fired the torpedo?  Us?

Solan says:
Mara: Tell her I am sorry, I thought the CTO had it aimed for the pirates.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::walks over to the ladder to his left and starts to climb::

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
HUR_CO : the probleme has been taken care off

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
Hur_FCO:  You tell Solan, he is ghost dust you hear me!!  How dare he endanger my crew...

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
EO: don't worry you have my full confidence

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CO: I can't outrun it ... CTO: Target the phaser on the next turn and fire...destroy it before it hits!!!!

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
PRO_CO: i've shut down all noon essential system so we have availabile power. i'll reroute it and compensate.

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
CO: permission to take torpedo system   offline

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: the torpedoe still tracking, 10,000 KM and closing

Solan says:
::cringes hearing the CO::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::continues up the ladder::

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
CO: Solan said he sorry . He thought the CTO had it aimed at the pirates.

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
CEO: Aye sir. ::Chuckles softly.::

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::targets and shoots::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: 10,000 and closing Ma'am

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::runs off the bridge into the TL::

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CTO: Now would be good!

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
CTO: Denied... we need to be ready, code the console...

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
OPS: Keep those evasives handy. CTO: Fire phasers on the torpedo

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
::Attempts to disrupt Torpedoe tracking ::

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
Computer: sickbay!

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
HUR_CTO: What just happened?

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Hur_CO: He heard ma'am.

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CTO: Can we reinforce our rear shielding?

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::arrives at deck 6:: bolting out of the TL and into SB:: Computer: EMH NOW!

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::gets to the top deck in ME and opens a J Tube door::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Watching the target trace and close::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Looks over to his console, scanning the ships systems.  Hums an ancient Bajoran melody to himself.::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
Hur_FCO:  Good.  I am not please at the moment.  Tell him to watch his step.

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
PRO_CO: i'll get on it right now

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
Hur-Co: SB ready and EMH is comin online now

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::Self: How the hell did that torpedo get loose??  Razzelfrat!!::

Solan says:
Mara: I just had to do something... I couldn't just stand here!

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::tries to reinforce the real shields::

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
;;evades with an amazing maneuver....but...:: CTO: Is it still there?

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: 5,000 and Closing

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
*EO*  Find out wht we have fired!!

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
<edit deck 9>

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: 5,000 and closing Ma'am.

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::calculates the route of the torpedo, and fires phaser cannons at his path::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CTO: Status?

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
*CEO*: I am on it now sir.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
:: crawls down the tube and pulls out his tricoorder::

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CO: This bucket of bolts will not go faster!!!

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Solon: Please don't touch any consoles.

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::take's remote controll of the torpedo and anebles the self distruct::

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CO: ::spotting a nebula:; WE could lose it there?

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
::walks up to the CTO and takes him by the arm to get his attention:: HUR_CTO: What the heck are you doing?

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: Self Detonate enabled. Still Tracking the Protecteur at 2,500 KM. 10 seconds till destruct

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
OPS: Worth a try... Let's hope it's a hungry torpedo... ::grim face::

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
*CO* i'm ready for casualties here.. 

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
::Wonders exactly how the captain intends to do to a ghost::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Wonders whats going on.:: PRO_OPS: How are things going up their sir?  ::Tries to listen for Lehari.::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: It's at 2,500 KM....10 seconds unitl destruct.

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
PRO_CO: I have reinforces the rear shields, if it hits us, we will not be damaged

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::gets to the plasma condiut and scans it with the tricoorder::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
Hur_CTO:  The XO Is speaking to you Ens....

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
COM:PRO:  Report!!

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
CO: i think we should lock out all mjor system to senior staff only mam

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: torpedo is closing. 250 KM, 2 seconds till Destruct

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
COM: Huron: 2500 klicks, 10 secs to self-destruct

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::Self: Balsted this ship is put to gether with tape and string.  How the devil do I stop a misfiring torpedo launcher?  With glue?::

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
HUR_CO : I'm trying to stop the torpedo from hitting the Pro_

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
COM:PRO: Blow her out of the sky Lehari..

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
*All Hands*: Brace for Impact.

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::reroutes all power to the rear shields::

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
CTO: ??? CO: ?????

HUR_EO_Soonat  (Braceimp.wav)

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::See's that the systems are still fine, quickly grabs the console.::

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: 50 Meters away from the Huron, the Torpedo explodes, sending a shockwave into Protecteur

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::sees that the connectors are a little weak::

Solan says:
::cringes and thinks the torpedo hit the other ship::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
::tries to brace but is still rocked::

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::fels the shock, and conducts internal scans:: PRO_CO: we apear to be undamaged

PRO_OPS_Vrach says:
::Vrach is thrown into the opposite wall with his head planted into the scree..body lifeless::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::feels the shocl and plasma fire starts to vent form the tube burning my hands::

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
XO: i am  trying to find out now wht we fired now

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
*EO* report

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
HUR_CTO: Now would you like to tell me why you just fired?

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
*AXO* EMH is online and SB is ready to recieve casualties

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::cringes in horror as she hears the explosion of the torpedo::

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
::Scans the Protecteur::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
*EO* report!

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
::Waits til the shockwave is over, looks around at her crew and runs over to Vrach:: ALL: Report!

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Gets up and checks the ships systems.:: Self: What was that?

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
HUR_AXO: Visual range in 8 min. sir.

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
AXO: Torpedo has apearently missed the protecteur, but the detonation was close::

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
*CEO*: Sir I am still checking.  I think it was a computer glich

Solan says:
::is wringing his hands, not knowing if any of the crew were injured::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Holding on......quite shaken........not really hurt::

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::gets up, and runs another scan:: PRO_CO:we are a little damaged, nothing critical. shields operational, so are the weapons systems.

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
HUR_CO :  i programed the weapons system to fire on all ships that was near bye and made a critical error in not porgamin in a fail safe for friendly ship's

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
Hur_CO: mind patchin me thro to the protecteur. i want to see if anyone needs medical attention over there.

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
CMO: Acknowledged. Thank you, Ensign.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
*EO* report!

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Runs a shipwide level 3 diagnostic on the criticle systems.::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
Hur_Ops:  Patch the CMO to the Protecteur...

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
XO: i think we should do system lock out to only senior staff only until we can find out why.

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
COM*PRO* Is everything ok over there?

Host ACTDJamieO says:
HUR_ACTION: Huron's pair of Bogeys reverse course and are now closing. Protecteurs pair are still going away

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
::checks for a pulse on the Gorn, finds nothing and takes over the OPS/FCO console frowning::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
*CEO*: Starting a level 3 on criticle systems sir.  I'll have the data in a few moments. ::Looks at the  console.::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: Our contacts are still heading away from us Ma'am, but the Huron's appear to be closing on them.

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
CTO: Work on setting up a safety protocol to make sure this doesn't happen again.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::grabs the extiguisher off the wall::

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
CO: i think we should do system lock out to only senior staff only until we can find out why.

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
::Attempts to raise the Protecteur on subspace::

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
COM: Pro: Commander: you need medical assistance over there?

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
*CEO*: Make it so,  please coordinate with the XO.

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
HUR_AXO :Aye 

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
COM: Huron: We've lost Vrach, but otherwise we seem to be okay. As is the ship....

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::Reruns the diagnosticSelf: blasted computerchips::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
COM:PRO: What do you mean we lost Vrach ?

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::starts putting out the plasma fire::

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
HUR_AXO: The Bogeys have reverse course and now head for us.

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: We haven't sustained any major damage, Ma'am.

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Sighs with relief, as he sees everythings fine.:: PRO_*CEO*: All systems seem fine.  How are you up there?

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
:: does a system lock out  only senior staff can access thecitacal system now:: XO: system lock out now in place

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::put's in a fail safe for friendly ship's in the weapons system::

Host ACTDJamieO says:
PRO_ACTION: Small fires are protected throught the Protecteur. Surpression teams are responding

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
PRO_CO: 2 of the ships are approaching Huron. Shall we stay and help them, or follow the other 2 ?

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CSO: Always a good thing, Lieutenant.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
*EO* putting out a plasma fire

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
*CEO*: Sir I can't track the glich down I suggest you  do a system lockout on the weapons till I can get to the bottom of this.

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: The Other two ships also reverse course, heading for Huron

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Nods at the CO.....feeling almost guilty that she didn't like Vrach and now he is gone::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CTO: The ships we were following or what kind of ships?

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
CTO: Detonate those missiles before they hit us!

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
*EO* there is senior system lock out in place

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
Hur_XO: Inbound raiders sir

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
::goes back to looking at science and listening with her anteneas::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: Ma'am. All 4 ships are heading to the Huron Ma'am.  I've slaved help Ma'am and have a course laid in.

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
::Doesn't have time at the moment to feel sorry about losing Vrach, but will later.::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
*PRO CEO*: Aye.  Ive just noticed some more fires showing up.  I'm sending more teams to take care of them sir. ::Sighs, thinking about Lehari on the bridge.::

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::Self: If it isn't one thing its another. Razzelfrat where did I put the hydrospanner??::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
:: finialy finishes and takes out the laser wielder from his kit::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CSO: Alright, engage then.

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Slaves help to her console::  CTO: You may want to slave OPS so no one person is overloaded.

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::checks all combat systems::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::starts to weild the condiut back together::

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
AXO: system lock ot to only senior staff is in place a mam

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: Aye Ma'am.  Course engaged.

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
HUR_AXO_Kalis: i have two inbound on tactical

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
*PRO_CEO*: Do you need help sir? ::Sends a few more teams to put out the rest of the fires.::

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: first wave of Raiders arrives and enguages the Huron

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
PRO_CSO: i'll get on it. ::transferes OPS controls at tactical::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CSO: ETA?

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
*AXO* whats the status up there?

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
FCO: Use evasive action at your discretion.

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
::Reinforces shields::

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
CMO: Not now, Ensign.

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: CHecking now, Ma'am.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::finishes the weilding:: *EO* finished here coming back down

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
*AXO* aye

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
CTO: How's the detonation coming?

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
Pro_CO: 3 Minutes ma'am.

Solan says:
Mara: Watch out!  There is one aiming for the port and the other for the starboard!

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::all systems come out OK:: PRO_CO: all systems are OK, and we are at full combat readiness again.

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::gets the biobeds all operational:: 

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Thinks about bringing the backup systems online.:: *PRO_CEO*: Aye sir.  Shall I enguage backups?

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
EMH: prepare to recieve casualties

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
XO:  Status report ?

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::Self: Ouch blasted board!...........What the............wait a minute did we fire again??::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CSO: Good. COM: Huron: Captain, we're on our way in... How are things on your end?

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: The Raiders split and pass Huron on both sides

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
<EMH:> aye

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::target's the enginering and weapons system on the first raider and fires::     HUR_AXO : detonation in 3 seconds

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
::Maintains power flow to the shields, and engines, and weapons systems::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
COM:PRO:  We are surrounded Lehari, get here as soon as you can...

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Readies herself for avasive action while keeping an eye on the SCI scanners::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CSO: What's happening with the Huron? Anything on sensors?

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::locks on all 4 ships with LR tactical sensors::

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: Second wave inbound passes Huron

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
XO:  Lock down all the computers and section off the ship in case we are boarded....

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::heads out of the Jeff Tube:: EO: ask ops if he could use the power instead

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
COM: Huron: 3 minutes and closing, Captain. Can you hold in there?

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: They are just passing the huron.....almost like they are trying to bait her.

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
CTO:  Lock out the bridge...

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CSO: On screen.

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Is ready to enguage backup systems when and if the CEO orders it.::*PRO_CEO*: Aye.

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
COM:PRO:  We will have to Lehari...

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
::Analizes the course of the raiders::

HUR_CEO_LTJG_Domar says:
*EO* lock down Meng

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
PRO_CO: when we arrive do i have permission to fire at will?

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
*PRO_OPS*: Shall I enguage backup systems sir?

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
::takes control of the OPS station and locks down all primary stations with a complex encryption algorithm::

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
::Oh Jeezzzzzzz:: ::punches the security codes in for a containment field around the warp core and errects a level 10 forcefield around engineering::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::heads down the ladder::

Solan says:
Mara: When they get near, come to a dead stop, they will fly right past you...

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: Evasives ready, Ma'am

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
COM: Huron: Darn right you'll have to... I'm not leaving you to fight this on your own... and I doubt you'd do the same to me.

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::waits with the EMH to recieve casualties::

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
*CEO*: Sir Engineering is already in lockdown

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
CTO:  Start taking out weapon systems on the pirate ships, fire at will.  They are not getting a second chance at us.

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CTO: You need to ask? Of course.....

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::fires a full spread of photon torpedos and a full phaser barage on the raiders:: HUR_AXO : suggest we do some evasive manuvers

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Solan: That what I was thinking.

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CSO: Thank you.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
EO: head up to the bridge I think they need some extra help

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Nods:: PRO_CO: Aye Ma'am.

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers!

Solan says:
Mare: Get ready, they are almost here!

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
EO: I need you at engineering there

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
HUr-AXO: Yes sir.

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::takes a look at tactical sensores for damage on the enemy raiders::

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Solan: I know.

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::sets targeting option to raiders warp core::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Smiles at thinking of Lehari:: PRO_CEO: Aye sir, on my way. ::Exits ME, heading to the TL.::

Solan says:
Mara: Now Mara! Dead Stop!

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: One of the Raiders is hit, it spins off in a ball of fire

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
::coming to dead stop and watches as ship fly pass::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::heads over to the dislpay to read the damage report::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
TL: Bridge. ::He sighs.::

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: Huron stops, the 3 Raiders fly right by

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
CTO:  Good shooting Mr Hardy...  Keep it up.

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: 30 seconds until firing Range, Ma'am.

Host ACTDJamieO says:
PRO_ACTION: 30 seconds until Firing Range

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
::sees that the plasma leaks have been delt with::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
<edit reverse AGM/CTO statements>

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::keeps fire'ing with everything the Hur has got on the raiders:: HUR_CO : trying to make up for my mistake Mam

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
::Does and 180 and leads them to the PRO::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Exits the TL, looks around for Lehari, smiles:: PRO_CO: Nadal reporting.  The CEO wanted me here sir.  ::Points to the Engineering console and turns and powerups the console.. ::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ  (Console2.wav)

HUR_EO_Soonat says:
Ens. Langtree watch that port shield harmonics.  Don't let it change frequencies!

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::constantly fires a full barrage of quantum torpedoes, and photon cannons at the ships::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
::Thinks this is gonna be the longest 30 seconds ever watching the Huron on her own:: CTO: Acknowleged

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Brings them along side the ships for the CTO to get some good shots in::

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: Three of the Raiders fly past Protecteur, one Port, One STBD, and one overhead. Phase fire destroys the center Raider

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
COM:*PRO_CTO*: I am leading them you r way ...fire when ready.

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
*PRO_CEO*: I'm up here sir. ::Looks over the the systems on the console.::

HUR_OPS_Thornne says:
::Looks a little annoyed at the Hur_XO and continues to moniter ships power flow::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
FCO, CTO:  Engage the raiders, between the two of us, we should be able to destroy them.

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
*EO* all plasma fires are put out

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
COM: HuronFCO: Gee thanks for the gift Mara.... Sure we'll take them for you...

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::lock on to one of the raider's warp necel's of the port raider and fires aft phaser and photons::

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::locks them again, recalibrates the SR sensors, and fires again::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
*EO* see if we can reiforce those deflectors k?

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
::Turns to face the EO:: EO: Good... we can use all the help..

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
::turns around and head straight into the pirtes:: HUr_Cto: Get ready
Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: One Pirate ship falls in behind each ship

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
*PRO_CEO*: Aye sir.  Thats what I read up here. ::Turns to take another look at Lehari, sighs, then goes back to work.:: Reinforce deflectors.. Aye sir. ::Attempts to reinforce the deflectors with the great skills that he has.::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
::sits up straight:  FCO:  Set a course to for raming spead...  Ram the Protecteur...  Keep you fingers nimble though, I want to to vear away at the last minute...

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::lock's on the raider aft of the ship and fires a full barage of phaser's and photons:: HUR_AXO : we have one on our tail

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
PRO_SCO:: when they fly past us again, could you do a 180° loop ?

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
HUR_CO: Yes ma'am.

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
::set ramming speed ::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
*EO*: use the power from the emergency backup systems

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::sets phase cannons at maximum efficiency::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
OPS:  Open a channel to the Protecteur...

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Scanning and flying at once......lots to do......tries not to get confused::

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
CTO: Set three torpedoes at this shield modulation frequency... ::taps on the tactical controls::

Hur_OPS_Thornne says:
::Opens Channel::

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
CTO: Fire when ready.

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
COM:PRO:  LEhari, we are going to pretend to ram you, be prepared...

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::walks around SB:: self: bah i'm going up to the bridge.

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
FCO:  Engage.!

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Tries his best to get the deflectors reinforced.  Smiles greatly.:: *PRO_CEO*: Did it..  Its working sir.

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
CTO: I can.......and I'm set to!

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
Hur_Co: engage.....NOW

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
COM: Huron: Ramming trick, eh? ::smiles:: Let's do it!

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::leaves SB and heads for nearest TL and goes tothe bridge::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CSO: Set a course, and let's play some games here....

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
Hur_AXO : aye ::set's three torpedoes to the shield modulation frequency the was trasfered to his coulsule::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
::watches as the Protecteur becomes larger in the view screen::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Grins as he continues to boost the deflectors effectiveness. ::Self: Maybe this will work.

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: Aye Ma'am.  I'm ready for a little game of Chicken.

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
::watchint he action ont he screen now::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
FCO:  Break right!

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CTO: Be prepared to fire if you've got a clear shot. Clear shots only, last thing we need is to hit the Huron.

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::arrives at the bridge:: standing at the back of the bridge::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
*EO* Great! now shun power from internal force fields to ops

Solan says:
::grins knowing this will finish the rest of the pirates::

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
HUR_CO: breaking right ....Now!

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
::stiffens in her chair watching the Huron on the screen::

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Holds course cringing all the while::

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: Huron Breaks right, the Fighters Regroup.....And stop

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
::fingers holding tight to her chair.::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
*OPS* the Eo is giving you some extra power ...use it

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Watches as further attempts to boost the deflectors stabilize.:: *PRO_CEO*:  Thanks.  ::Shunts the power from the internal forcefields to Operations Control.:: Done!

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
::holds onto the back of the CTO's chair for balance::

Hur_ASO_TKal says:
Hur_CMO: Welcome back Doctor. :;holding on to the console::

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
ASO:  What are the pirates doing now ?

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
ASO: thank you!

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::gets a clear shot and fires at one of the ships::

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ says:
*OPS* the Eo is giving you some extra power ...use it

HUR_AXO_Kalis says:
CTO: Fire!

HUR_CTO_Hardy says:
::fires the three photon torpedoes:: 

HUR_EO_Soonat ::Self: (ShipPhasers.wav)

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Looks back to the Ops officer Vrach and smiles, then glances to Lehari, smiles.  Then turns back to his duties.::

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: A Purple Painted Warbird Decloaks and destroys both of the Pirate ships before firing at both Huron and Protecteur

PRO_CTO_Tom says:
::fires from all weapon systems::

HUR_EO_Soonat  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
PRO_CO: We've got a warbird on our tail firing at us!!

Host HUR_CO_Prin says:
ALL:  Brace for impact.

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::looks at the viewscreen in horror:: Self: what are they dong here!

Hur_OPS_Thornne says:
No One: What the.....

Pro_CSO_Lt_Berlin says:
::Takes evasive away from the blast::

HUR_CMO_Lennier says:
::Braces up against science station::

Hur_FCO_Hewitt says:
::looks up at view screeen::

PRO_EO_Nadal says:
::Grabs the console.::

Host ACTDJamieO says:
ACTION: The Warbird cloaks and veers off

Hur_OPS_Thornne says:
::Scans the Warbird::

Host PRO_CO_McCellan says:
CSO: Evasives. CTO/EO: Shields back there...

PRO_CEO_Spencer-JaZZ  (PowerUp.wav)

Host ACTDJamieO says:
<<<<<PAUSE Mission>>>>



